A WHO DID IT?

STUDENT BOOK
PAGES 31–46

1.

A. Did Picasso paint the Mona Lisa?

2.

A.

Did the chef serve you dinner at
the Ritz?

4.

B. No. Dinner
by four waiters.

5.

A. Did Ponce de León discover America?

A.

Did Queen Elizabeth wear this
beautiful gown?

6.

A.

Did your parents take this prom
picture of you and your girlfriend?

B. No. This picture
by a photographer.

32

Did Bruce Springsteen compose
“Yesterday”?

A.

Did Charles Dickens write Hamlet?

B. No. Hamlet
by William Shakespeare.

8.

B. No. This gown
by Jacqueline Kennedy.

9.

A.

B. No. “Yesterday”
by John Lennon and Paul McCartney.

B. No. America
by Christopher Columbus.

7.

Did the Romans build the pyramids?

B. No. The pyramids
by the Egyptians.

was painted
B. No. The Mona Lisa
by Leonardo da Vinci.

3.

A.

A.

This movie is incredible! Did Fellini
direct it?

B. No. It
by Steven Spielberg.

10.

A.

Did your mother bake this delicious
cake?

B. No. This cake
by my father.
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B YOU DECIDE: At the Museum

1. This car (own)

2. This airplane (fly)

was owned

by the president of

.

It (make)

by
in

(year)

by the
Company in

. It (design)
by

(year)

.

.

4. These dinosaur skeletons (find)

3. This beautiful necklace (wear)

by

by the famous actress

in Africa

.
It (give)
by

to her
. It (leave)

in

(year)

. Unfortunately, they

(forget)
museum for many years.

by the

to the museum
by her children.

5. This letter (write)

6. This impressive bridge (build)

by

in

to
but it (send)

,
never

It (discover)
recently between the pages of an old
book.

.

(city)

more than 300 years ago. It (begin)
in 1520, and it (finish)
until 1600.
(continued)
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7. This is one of

8. This portrait

’s

earliest operas. It (compose)
in

,

(year)

and it (sung)
for the first time in

(year)

.

C GRAMMARRAP: Who Took This Wonderful Photo of Jill?
Listen. Then clap and practice.
A.

•
•

B. I think

A.

•
•
•

Who wrote

•

B. I think

A.

•

Who drew

•

•

it was taken

•
•

B. I think

A.

•

Who did

•

B. I think

34

•

by her brother

•
•

it was built

•

house

•
•

it was written

•

the plans for this

•

that wonderful

•

it was sung

•

this beautiful

•

it was done

•

by my cousin

this interesting

•

Who sang

photo of

beautiful

B. I think they were drawn

A.

•

this wonderful

Who built that

B. I think

A.

•

Who took

•

book

•

by someone

•

elegant

•

by a woman

•

Mexican

•

by a man

•

picture

•

by Vincent

•

Jill?

•

Bill.

•

on the hill?

•

Phil.

•

about dance?

•

in France.

•

palace?

•

from Dallas.

•

tune?

•

from Cancún.

•

of snow?

•

Van Gogh.
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D IT’S TOO LATE
Aunt Louise is a kind and generous person, but she’s a
little lazy. She wants to help her friends and family, but
she never thinks about helping them until it’s too late.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

A.

I’ll be glad to help you do the dishes.

B.

Thank you, Aunt Louise, but

A.

Can I set the table for you?

B.

That’s very nice of you, but

A.

Do you want me to iron the clothes today?

B.

Thanks, Aunt Louise, but

A.

I’ll be glad to make Grandpa’s doctor’s appointment.

B.

That’s very kind of you, but

A.

I think I’ll take down the party decorations.

B.

Don’t bother.

A.

Here. I’ll sweep the floor.

B.

I appreciate it, but

A.

I’ll be glad to buy flowers for the table.

B.

Thank you, Aunt Louise, but

A.

Do you want me to hang up the new portrait?

B.

I guess you haven’t looked in the hall.

already

they’ve

.

been done

already

.

already

.

already

.

already

.

already

.

already

.

already

.

E LISTENING
Listen and decide what is being talked about.
1.

a. the cookies
b. the bed

4.

a. the scarf
b. the fireplace

7.

a. the song
b. the portrait

2.

a. the train
b. the movie

5.

a. the presents
b. the children

8.

a. the books
b. the cats

3.

a. the packages
b. the letter

6.

a. the bicycles
b. the letters

9.

a. the meeting room
b. the alarm
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F NOTHING IS READY!
make the beds
sweep the porch
prepare the salad
feed the cat
put the children to bed
A.

What are we going to do? All our friends will be arriving soon, and nothing is ready. The
beds

haven’t been made

1.

2

The porch
3.

. The salad

5

And the children
B.

4.

The cat
to bed. I’m really upset.

Don’t worry. Everything will be okay. We still have some time.

G AT THE HOSPITAL
✔

take Mrs. Johnson’s blood pressure

✔

give Ms. Blake her injection

✔

do Mr. Tanaka’s cardiogram

✔

tell Mrs. Wong about her operation

✔

send Mr. Bacon home

A.

How have all the patients been this morning? Have there been any problems?

B.

Everything is fine, Doctor.

A.

How is Mrs. Johnson this morning?

B.

Yes, it has. And it wasn’t as high as it was yesterday.

A.

That’s good. And

B.

Yes, she has. And we’ll give her another at two o’clock.

A.

What about Mr. Tanaka?

B.

Yes. It

A.

Mrs. Wong looks upset.

B.

Yes. I explained everything to her, and I think she understands.

A.

And finally, is Mr. Bacon ready to leave the hospital?

B.

He’s MORE than ready!

36

3

Has

been taken

her blood pressure

4

Ms. Blake

5
7

1

2

yet?

her injection?

6?

his cardiogram

an hour ago.
8

10

she

already

9

about her operation?

11

home!
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H CAN WE LEAVE SOON?
✔

stop the mail

✔

turn off the lights
set the alarm
take out the garbage

A. Can we leave soon?
B. I think so. The mail

1,

has been stopped

and the lights

2.

A. Great!
3

B. Wait a minute!

4?

the house alarm

A. No, it hasn’t. But don’t worry about it. I’ll do it right away.
5

B. And now that I think of it,

6?

the garbage

A. I’m not sure. Why don’t I go and see?

I

CROSSWORD

Across
2. The paychecks were
morning.

this
1

4. Has the kitchen floor been
yet?

2

3

D I S T R I B U T E D

7. The Christmas presents were
in the attic last year.

4
5

Down
1. This picture was
daughter.

6

by my

7

2. I hope your homework has already been
.
3. This dress was

by Oleg Cassini.

5. The beds have already been
6. That terrible speech was
president of our company.

.
by the
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J

ERNEST HEMINGWAY

Read and then answer the questions below.
Ernest Hemingway is considered one of the most important
modern American writers. He wrote six novels and more than
fifty short stories. He also wrote many poems and newspaper
articles.
Hemingway’s books are lively and exciting. They are full of
fighting, traveling, sports, love, and war. Hemingway’s life was
also lively and exciting.
When he was a young high school student, Hemingway played
football, boxed, and wrote for the school newspaper. He ran away
from home when he was fifteen years old, but he returned and
finished high school in 1917. He never went to college.
Hemingway wanted to fight in World War I, but he was
rejected by the army. Instead, he went to war as an ambulance
driver and was badly injured.
In 1921, Hemingway went to Paris and started writing
seriously. He stayed there for six years. His first novel, The Sun
Also Rises, was written when he was still in Paris. It made him
very famous.
In 1937, Hemingway went to Spain as a journalist to write
about the Spanish Civil War. In 1944 he returned to Europe and
wrote newspaper articles about World War II. Although he wasn’t
in the army, it is believed he did more fighting than writing
during the war.

What’s the Answer?
1.

Why is Hemingway considered an
important writer?
a. He wrote many interesting works.
b. He liked sports.
c. He lived in many different countries.

4.

Which of these statements about
Hemingway is true?
a. He finished high school.
b. He went to college.
c. He didn’t play any sports in high school.

2.

What didn’t Ernest Hemingway write
about?
a. Fighting.
b. Traveling.
c. Cooking.

5.

Why didn’t Hemingway serve in the army?
a. He wanted to fight.
b. The army didn’t want him.
c. He didn’t want to fight.

6.

Which of these statements about
Hemingway isn’t true?
a. He was a journalist for a while.
b. He wrote about the Spanish Civil War.
c. The Sun Also Rises was written in
Spain.

3.

What did Hemingway do when he was
fifteen years old?
a. He ran a long way.
b. He left home.
c. He went to high school.

38
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K A ROBBERY

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson (rob)

1

were

2

robbed

last month. Their TV, their
3

computer, and all of their beautiful living room furniture (steal)
4.

5

In fact, nothing (leave)

6

in the living room
7

except the rug. Fortunately, Mrs. Wilson’s gold necklace (take)
9

She was glad because it had been (give)
10

The thief (see)

11

to her by her husband many years ago.

driving away from the house in a small
12

black van. The neighbors called the police, and the man (arrest)
13.

14

He (send)

8.

15

to jail for seven years.

A day after the robbery, the living room furniture, the computer, and the TV
16

(return)
19,

17.

18

The sofa had (rip)

but fortunately everything else was okay.

L LISTENING
Listen and choose the correct answer.
1.

a. Yes. It’s already been
fixed.
b. No. It hasn’t been
swept yet.

5.

a. He was hurt in an
accident.
b. He was offered a
better job.

9.

a. They’ve already been
hung.
b. They’ve already been
sung.

2.

a. Yes. It’s already been
set.
b. Yes. It’s already been
set up.

6.

a. She’s already been
lent.
b. She’s already been
sent.

10.

a. Yes. It’s already been
baked.
b. Yes. It’s already been
set.

3.

a. It was written by my
uncle.
b. It was taken by my
wife.

7.

a. Yes. It’s been
rejected.
b. Yes. It’s been
approved.

11.

a. It’s already been
read.
b. It’s already been
played.

4.

a. I’m sorry. They’ve
already been sung.
b. I’m sorry. They’ve
already been hung.

8.

a. She was hired by the
Blaine Company.
b. She was fired by the
Blaine Company.

12.

a. She’s been taken to
the hospital.
b. She’s been invited to
a wedding.
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M YOU DECIDE: A Famous Composer
1

is an extremely talented

composer. She has written many beautiful sonatas. Her
compositions (perform)
4

performed

2

have

been

3

in Asia, in the United States, and in
5.

Her symphonies are often (hear)
7

Ms.

6

on the radio.
8

started to compose music when she was

years old. She (give)

9

a composition book for her birthday,

10

and she knew right away that she wanted to be a composer.
11

In 1985, she sent some of her sonatas and a symphony to the
Symphony Orchestra, but all these early compositions (reject)
14

Ms.

was disappointed, but she continued to compose. Finally, in 1994,

several of her sonatas (recorded)
17

15

16

by the

Symphony Orchestra.
18’s

It took many years before Ms.
20.

music (appreciate)

At first, her music (consider)

22
23

is highly (respect)

26

by composers all over the world.
27.”

In 1996, she wrote her most famous symphony called “
28

29

A year later,

as the music in a very successful movie. Since

then, she has written three other symphonies that (play)
32

not easily

Most people couldn’t hear the beautiful melodies. Today, of course, Ms.

25

it (used)

19

21

strange because it was new and different, and it (understand)
24.

13.

12

30

31

all over the world.
33

In 2001, Ms.

(hurt)

34

35

badly in a

car accident. She composed a sonata about this terrible accident. In 2002, Ms.
36

(choose)

year. She (invite)

37
39

38
40

best composer of the

to play her music at the White House

in Washington, D.C.

40
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N WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?
bake
clip

1.

promote
repair

A.

The president is concerned. Is his
speech ready?

B.

It’ll be ready soon.

take in
wash

A.

Is Carla going to quit her job at the
Internet company?

B.

No. She’s decided to stay because

.

A.

Why are you taking the bus to work?

B.

My car was in an accident.
still

3.

5.

It’s

being rewritten
2.

rewrite
set up

next week.
6.

A.

Is the meeting room ready?

B.

Not yet.

still

.

A.

Is this Bob’s Bakery? I’m calling about
the cake I ordered.

B.

I’m sorry. It isn’t ready yet.

.
7.

A.

What happened to the shirt I wore to
the baseball game yesterday?

B.

.
It was very dirty.

still

.
8.

4.

A.

Should I pick up my pants at the
tailor’s?

B.

Not yet.

A.

Hello. This is Mrs. Vickers. When is
my poodle going to be ready?

B.

Very soon. His hair

still
right now.
.

O GRAMMARRAP: Spring Cleaning
Listen. Then clap and practice.

•

•

The family’s

•

The beds

•

The kitchen’s

•

The bills

getting organized.

•

are being made.

•

being swept and cleaned.

•

are being paid.

•

•

The sheets and towels are being washed

•

And dried

•

The rugs

•

•

and put away.

•

are being vacuumed.

Spring cleaning starts

•

today.
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P A FACTORY TOUR

Good morning, and welcome to your tour of Bob and Betty’s Ice Cream Factory. We make the
best ice cream in the world, and you’re going to see how we do it! You’ll learn a lot about how ice

is

cream (made)

1

2

made
3

In this room, cream (take)
5

the cream (put)
8

4
6

out of our large refrigerators. Then

10

slowly into the cream by our ice cream makers.

In the next room, the flavors (prepare)

11

12.

Today we are making

13

banana nut ice cream. Right now, different kinds of nuts (chop)
15

7

into this machine. The cream (mix)

for about forty minutes in this machine. While the cream is mixing, sugar
9

(pour)

at Bob and Betty’s! Let’s begin.

14

in a large chopper. It’s a very expensive machine, but it chops the nuts very
16

quickly. Also, bananas (slice)

17

18

in our new computer-

controlled slicing machine.
19

When the nuts and bananas are ready, they (add)
21

and cream in a special machine that (invent)

20

to the sugar
22

by Betty a

few years ago.
The ice cream (keep)
26

23

24

25

in a large cold room until it (sent)

by trucks all over the country.

That is the end of our tour. Thank you for visiting our factory, and we invite you to go to our
tasting room, where our delicious ice cream can (enjoy)

27

28

by all our visitors.

42
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Q WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Choose the correct answer.
1.

I’ve got to take in my suit.
a. It’s too big.
b. It’s too small.
c. It’s too hot.

8.

You’ll be allowed to vote when you’re older.
a. You’ll be required to vote.
b. You’ll be permitted to vote.
c. You’ll want to vote.

2.

You’re required to go to the meeting.
a. You might go to the meeting.
b. You don’t have to go to the meeting.
c. You have to go to the meeting.

9.

She was offered the position.
a. She was given the job.
b. She was told about the position.
c. She was taken off the position.

3.

Lois ran up a big phone bill.
a. She talked on the telephone a lot.
b. She didn’t use her cell phone.
c. The phone company gave her a phone.

10.

Where are the decorations?
a. They’ve already been offered.
b. They’ve already been set.
c. They’ve already been hung up.

4.

Ms. Johnson was promoted.
a. She was hired.
b. She was given a more important job.
c. She was fired.

11.

This is a beautiful portrait.
a. Who directed it?
b. Who invented it?
c. Who painted it?

5.

Parking is permitted here.
a. You can’t park here.
b. You can park here.
c. You have to park here.

12.

I’m going overseas to work.
a. My boss is going to watch me.
b. I’m going to work in another country.
c. I’m going to work near the water.

6.

Tom is distributing the mail right now.
a. He’s giving it to everyone.
b. He’s sending it to everyone.
c. He’s opening the mail for everyone.

13.

I’m confident about the future.
a. I’m concerned about the future.
b. I’m confused about the future.
c. I’m positive about the future.

7.

I was rejected by Harvard University.
a. I’ll work there next year.
b. I’ll be a student there next year.
c. I’ll attend another college next year.

14.

My son was chosen “Student of the Month.”
a. He must be afraid.
b. He must be thrilled.
c. He must be hung up.

R LISTENING
Listen and choose the correct answer.
1.

a. When will it be finished?
b. When was it finished?

5.

a. It’s being set up.
b. It’s been set up.

2.

a. When will it be ready?
b. How long ago did you finish?

6.

a. I see. When will it be ready?
b. Good. I’ll come over right away.

3.

a. They’ve been made.
b. They’re being made.

7.

a. When will they be ready?
b. How long have they been ready?

4.

a. I didn’t receive mine.
b. Someone is distributing them.

8.

a. I don’t want to disturb them.
b. How long ago did you feed them?
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CHECKUP TEST: Chapters 1–3
A.

Complete the sentences.

Ex. My son can swim very well.

He’s

for many years.

swum

1. Can you speak Chinese? I can speak it very well.
years.

it for many

2. Can you ride horses? My daughter

horses for a long time.

3. When did you take your break? I

my break yet.

4. When are you going to eat lunch? I’m hungry. I

lunch yet.

5. When are you going to write your composition? I

mine yet.

Bob

his composition a little while ago.

6. How long

you and your husband

7. My daughter

married?

studying English for the past few hours.

8. Paul didn’t see a movie last weekend. He
before.
9. By the time I got to the plane, it

a movie the weekend
already

off.

10. I’m sorry to hear that Debbie and her boyfriend broke up. They
out for several years.
B.

Complete the sentences.
could have

(give)
(practice)

might have

shouldn’t
Ex. You
allergic to them.

must have

have

should have

given

shouldn’t have

Howard eggs for breakfast. He’s

1. Boris has won every chess game he’s played today. He
a lot.

(do)

2. I don’t have anything to wear today. I

(leave)

3. Timmy can’t find his homework. He
or he

(build)

44

my laundry.
it at home,
it on the bus. He can’t remember.

4. The Ace Corporation
anywhere. It was a mistake to build it here.

their office building
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(study)

5. You did very well on your test. You

a lot.

(wear)

6. It’s hot in here. I
to work today.

(feed)

7. You

(fall)

8. Terry shouldn’t have stood on that broken chair. She

a heavy sweater
Rex. He’s been hungry all morning.

.
(spend)

C.

9. I
ten dollars, or I
twelve dollars. I can’t remember.

Complete the sentences.

(write)

Ex. This poem

was

written

in 2001.

(draw)

1. This picture

(repair)

2. I can’t drive my car to work.

(give)

3. My wife

a raise twice this year.

(teach)

4. Every student should

a foreign language.

(do)

5. Nobody has to do the dishes.

already

(take in)

6. Your pants aren’t ready yet.

still

(choose)

7. Margaret

(make)

8. This is a very interesting novel. I think it should
a movie.

(send)

9. Grandma is still in the hospital. She
home yet.

D.

by a famous artist.
still

.

.
.

“Employee of the Year.”
into

Listening

Listen and choose the correct answer.
Ex. a. When was it completed?
b. When will it be completed?
1.

a. When will you finish taking them?
b. When did you finish taking them?

2.

a. How much longer will it take?
b. How long ago did you hang them up?

3.

a. They’re being made.
b. They’ve been made.

4.

a. When was it completed?
b. When will it be done?

5.

a. Good. I’ll pick it up soon.
b. When will it be ready?
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A INVENTIONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Read the article on student book page 47 and answer the questions.
1. Alexander Fleming discovered
a. bacteria
b. X-rays
c. an antibiotic
d. mold

.

5. The first telephone call
was made
.
a. in 1895
b. to Thomas Watson
c. to Alexander Graham
Bell
d. by Thomas Watson

2. The first screws were
.
a. mass-produced
b. made of wood
c. used to hold things together
d. small

6. Computers were very large before the
invention of
.
a. the telephone
b. the X-ray machine
c. the television
d. the microchip

3. The first Nobel Prize in Physics was
for
.
a. the screw
b. the telephone
c. the television
d. the X-ray machine
4. Alexander Graham Bell was NOT
a. deaf
b. a teacher
c. a doctor
d. an inventor

STUDENT BOOK
PAGES 47–50

.

7. The first
was built for the army.
a. computer
b. telephone
c. television
d. X-ray machine
8. The first television was made of
a. paper and glass
b. needles and a bicycle
c. common household objects
d. wires and tubes

.

B FACT FILE
Look at the Fact File on student book page 47 and answer the questions.
1. The Fact File presents information in the
form of
.
a. a graph
b. a major invention
c. a time line
d. an article

3. The microscope was invented
after the printing press.
a. 50
b. 100
c. 140
d. 150

2. The Fact File helps the reader understand
the article about inventions because
.
a. it gives the information in a visual form
b. it summarizes the article
c. it gives opinions about inventions
d. it tells about the lives of inventors

4.

45a

a.
b.
c.
d.

years

in the twentieth century.
CDs were NOT invented
X-rays were NOT discovered
Penicillin was NOT discovered
Gas-powered cars were NOT invented
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C AROUND THE WORLD
Read the information on student book page 48 and answer the questions.
1. This information is presented in the form
of
.
a. an article
b. photographs with captions
c. a chart
d. a timeline
a.
b.
c.
d.

was built in the 12th century.
The Taj Mahal
The Great Wall of China
The Temple of Angkor Wat
Machu Picchu

a.
b.
c.
d.

was a city.
Stonehenge
The Taj Mahal
The Colosseum
Tenochtitlan

a.
b.
c.
d.

is older than the Colosseum.
Machu Picchu
Stonehenge
The Taj Mahal
The Temple of Angkor Wat

a.
b.
c.
d.

is a modern wonder of the world.
Machu Picchu
The Great Wall of China
The Temple of Angkor Wat
The Panama Canal

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. The Taj Mahal and the Pyramids were
both built
.
a. in Egypt
b. more than 1000 years ago
c. for the dead
d. with machines
7. 200,000 to 300,000 people
a. built Tenochtitlan
b. lived in Tenochtitlan
c. live in Mexico City
d. built the Taj Mahal

8. No one knows
.
a. why Shah Jahan built the Taj Mahal
b. why the Egyptians built the Pyramids
c. who built Stonehenge
d. why the Temple of Angkor Wat was
built
9.

was definitely NOT a place of
worship.
a. The Colosseum
b. Stonehenge
c. The Temple of Angkor Wat
d. Machu Picchu

10. People say that the Great Wall is visible
from the moon because it is
.
a. in the mountains
b. very tall
c. very bright
d. very long
11. Machu Picchu was abandoned in the 1500s
means
.
a. everybody left
b. construction was finished
c. it was destroyed
d. it was dedicated
12. Which sentence best summarizes this
information?
a. These places were constructed for
religious purposes.
b. The world is full of modern and ancient
wonders.
c. The United Nations helps preserve
these wonders.
d. These are the most popular places to
visit in the world.

.

D AROUND THE WORLD: Writing
What is another wonder of the world that you know about? Write a paragraph about it. Use some
of these words in your paragraph: begun, built, completed, constructed, dedicated, designed,
established, inhabited, preserved, rebuilt, repaired, used.
45b
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E

INTERVIEW

Read the interview on student book page 49 and answer the questions.
4. His photography is inspired by
a. his parents
b. his camera
c. the national photo competition
d. nature

1. Sam Turner has been a photojournalist
.
a. since he was ten
b. since he won a competition
c. for ten years
d. for twenty years
2. He grew up in Australia because
a. his parents were American
b. his parents were Australian
c. his parents worked there
d. he loved the Outback

.

3. Many people encouraged him to study
photography because
.
a. he took many family trips
b. they were impressed by his photos
c. he was given a camera
d. he went to photography school

F

.

5. His most important life event was
a. winning a photo contest
b. hiking to the top of Mt. Everest
c. climbing to the base of Mt. Everest
d. returning to Mt. Everest

.

6. You can infer that he would NOT be inspired
to take photographs of
.
a. the Statue of Liberty
b. the Grand Canyon
c. the Mississippi River
d. Yellowstone National Park

YOU’RE THE INTERVIEWER!

Interview a classmate, a neighbor, or a friend. Use the chart below to record the person’s answers.
Then share what you learned with the class.
What is something you are very interested in?
How did you become interested in that?
What has been the most memorable event in
your life so far?
What do you dream about doing someday?

G FUN WITH IDIOMS
Choose the best response.
1. I was blown away by the cost of the dinner.
a. I know. It was very windy.
b. I was surprised, too.
c. I didn’t enjoy it either.
d. I also thought it was delicious.
2. My bus was held up by the parade.
a. My bus was stuck in traffic, too.
b. Yes. I saw your bus in the parade.
c. I’m glad you arrived early.
d. I agree. It was a colorful parade.

45c

3. Since you didn’t call me, I was left in the
dark about our plans.
a. Yes. It was dark when I called.
b. I’m sorry the lights went out.
c. I’m sorry you didn’t know.
d. I’m sorry it was dark.
4. Tom was given the ax last week.
a. That’s wonderful news!
b. I’m sure he’s very happy.
c. That’s a very unusual gift.
d. What a shame!
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H WE’VE GOT MAIL!
Choose the words that best complete each sentence.
1. The wheel
a. is invented
b. invented

in 3500 B.C.
c. was invented
d. has invented

4. The instructions
a. were writing
b. written

on the board.
c. wrote
d. were written
by a truck last night.
c. was hit
d. was being hit

2. The Taj Mahal
a. was built
b. has built

in the 17th century.
c. built
d. was building

5. The stop sign
a. is hit
b. hit

3. All students
a. be required
b. are required

to take the final exam.
c. requiring
d. have required

6. Children should not
to see that
movie.
a. allow
c. are allowed
b. allowed
d. be allowed

Choose the sentence that is correct and complete.
7. a.
b.
c.
d.

The oil in my car was changing.
The oil in my car be changed.
The oil in my car being changed.
The oil in my car was changed.

10. a.
b.
c.
d.

The house built in 1953.
The house was built in 1953.
The house has built in 1953.
The house being built in 1953.

8. a.
b.
c.
d.

He be taken to the hospital.
He took to the hospital.
He was taken to the hospital.
He was took to the hospital.

11. a.
b.
c.
d.

She been told about the meeting.
She not be told about the meeting.
She being told about the meeting.
She wasn’t told about the meeting.

9. a.
b.
c.
d.

The new curtains were hung.
The new curtains be hung.
The new curtains been hung.
The new curtains being hung.

12. a.
b.
c.
d.

The winner be chosen soon.
The winner chose soon.
The winner will be chosen soon.
The winner was chose soon.

I

“CANDO” REVIEW

Match the “can do” statement and the correct sentence.
1.

I can tell about my work experience.

a.

2.

I can ask about the duration of an
activity.

I’ve been waiting for the plumber all
morning.

b.

Tony must have missed the bus.

3.

I can tell about the duration of an
activity.

c.

Do you want me to do the dishes?

d.

I’m sorry.

4.

I can evaluate my own activities.

e.

I’ve flown airplanes for many years.

5.

I can make a deduction.

f.

I’m not sure.

6.

I can apologize.

g.

That’s wonderful!

7.

I can express agreement.

h.

8.

I can express uncertainty.

How long have you been studying for the
test?

9.

I can offer to do something.

i.

I can react to good news.

j. I shouldn’t have eaten that entire dessert.

10.

I think so, too.
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